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Why do we want to restore tradition of 

tree beekeeping?

For nature and for honey bees

• Bringing back missing element of forest biodiversity – the 

wild bees /free-living bees

• Supporting and promoting endangered native honey bee 

genetic resources: 

o Closer to nature conditions for endangered native breeds of honey

bees in the “genetic line protection areas”

o Creating demand for native breeds of bees among tree hive keepers

• Improving living condition for at least some colonies of wild

bees (if they still exist) or domesticated bees “wishing to be 

free”

• Promoting closer to nature, more bee-friendly conditions for 

bees kept in apiaries



Why do we want to restore tradition of 

tree hive beekeeping?

For nature 

• Additional protection and restoration of “primeval forest 

biodiversity” by increasing acceptance for old and dead trees

– centers of forest biodiversity:

o Species associated exclusively with old trees: an old oak provides

habitat for 300 to 600 species

o Ca. 50% of forest biodiversity associated with dead wood

• Bee hives–related biodiversity

• Promoting interdisciplinary cooperation in nature 

conservation (beekeepers, foresters, NGOs, etc.)

Bee beetle (Trichodes apiarius)Pseudoscorpion (Chelifer cancroides)



Why do we want to restore tradition of 

tree hive beekeeping?

For people

• Bringing back vanished, unique type of sustainable forest’s 

use and unique skills

• Attraction for tourists visiting forests

• Additional source of income for inhabitants of rural areas

• Unique regional product with “taste of tradition”?

• Better, happier life – life of tree hive beekeeper is beautiful!



Southern Ural – the last place in Europe 

where tree hive beekeeping survived

• Diverse coniferous and broadleaf 

forests

• Mosaic of forests and extensively used 

meadows and pastures

• 1/3 of European linden resources



Shulgan Tash Nature Reserve 
protecting wild honey bees

• 22.500 ha

• 700 log and tree hives

• 30%  occupied

• 15-20 tree or log hives 

per beekeeper

• 3 hives/km²

• 1 hive occupied/km²

• Honey harvest in 

September



As it often happens, a coincidence 

and kindly people helped

Hartmut Khan

(Hartmut Jungius)

Tatiana Baranowska

Mikhail Kosarev

Director of Zapovednik Shulgan Tash



Transferring knowledge on wild-bee keeping „from father to 

son” – beekeepers from Ural bridge the three generation-big 

gap in wild-bee keeping in Poland



Step. 1 – learning how to make a tree hive (barć)
Ahtiam Isanamanow, Rais Galin



Step. 1 – learning how to make a tree hive (barć)



Step. 1 – learning how to make a tree hive 

(barć)



Step. 1 – learning how to make a tree hive (bort)



Step. 1 – learning how to make a tree beehive 

(bort)



Completing the Step 1  - achieving status of a “tree hive

keeper – trainee”



Step 2 – visit of Polish “ tree hive keeper – trainees” 

to Ural. 



Step 2 – visit of Polish “ tree hive keeper – trainees” 

to Ural. 

Learning harvesting honey from 

tree hives



Step 2 – visit of Polish “ tree hive keeper – trainees” 

to Ural. 

Bear-proof tree hives?



Step 2 – visit of Polish “ tree hive keeper – trainees” 

to Ural. 

Ancient crafts and beautiful music



Step 3 – the first honey harvested from a tree 

hive in Poland after 100 years-long break



Step 3 – the first honey harvested from a 

tree hive in Poland after 100 years-long

break







Completing the Step 3  - achieving status of a “self-reliant 

tree hive keeper”



The three generation-big gap in knowledge bridged, 

time to teach others how to keep wild bees



Warm, even enthusiastic media response, positive 

response of foresters D

D but initially cold 

response of some 

beekeeper



Transferring knowledge on tree hive bee keeping

a webpage on wild-bee keeping:

http://bartnictwo.org/



Transferring knowledge on tree hive bee keeping

Demonstration of tree and log hive-making (6 places in Poland)



Transferring knowledge on tree hive bee keeping

Demonstration of tree and log hive-making outside Poland)



Our tree and log hives

Puszcza Pilicka Forest – 11 tree hives, 2 log hives

Total 66 tree hives, 

14 log hives

Wigierski National Park – 2 

tree hives, 4 log hives



Summary of experience from Puszcza Pilicka Forest

Andrzej Pazura and Tomasz Dzierżanowski 

(8 – 11 tree hives, 7 years)

• Annual rate of occupied tree hives: 59,1% (33 -75%); 

• Annual success of bee families’ wintering: 30,7% (11 – 63%); 

• Annual rate of honey harvest: 14,4% (0 – 33%) of the tree hives;

• Amount of honey harvested – “symbolic” (max. 2,5 kg/ hive)



Summary of experience from Wigierski National Park

Jacek Adamczewski

(2 tree hives and 1 – 4 log hives, 7 years)

• Annual rate of occupied tree hives: 85,7% (83 -100%); 

• Annual success of bee families’ wintering: 43,3% (0 – 83%); 

• Annual rate of honey harvest: 0%



Conclusions

• Tree hives and log hive allow return of honey bees to forest 

ecosystem;

• Populations of honey bees inhabiting tree and log hives 

located in forests perhaps are not self-sustainable: present-

day Polish forest is for honey bees a “population sink” 

rather than “population source”.

• Low rate of bee colonies survival is caused most likely by:

• shortage of fall food for the bees; 

• exposure to varroa (and pesticides).



Conclusions –cont.

In long-term perspective, bringing honey bees back to forest 

ecosystems requires:

• formal and legal acceptance of the tree hive beekeeping as 

a part of sustainable forest management;

• changes in forest structure, to make it more “bee-friendly” 

by:

• Increasing number of old tress trees suitable for tree hives 

(especially pines);

• Increasing share of linden in tree species composition.



Conclusions – cont.

In short-term perspective:

• Tree or log hives’ localization should be determined first of all by 

summer and fall food availability:

• Stands with high share of linden;

• Mosaic landscape with herbs blooming in late summer or in fall.

• Considering extra support for bee colonies in tree and log hives:

• Varroa treatment;

• Supplementary (artificial) feeding before winter - honey/ sugar mix.



Thank you for your attention!


